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Where We Came From and Where We Went, State by
State
By GREGOR AISCH, ROBERT GEBELOFF and KEVIN QUEALY UPDATED August 19, 2014

We charted how Americans have moved between states since 1900.
See how your state has changed.

Where people born in California have moved to:

Updated Aug. 19 Use this button to
toggle between migrations to

states and diaspora from states.



Foreign immigration is a hot topic these days, but the movement of
people from one state to another can have an even bigger influence on
the United States’ economy, politics and culture. Americans have
already seen this with the Western expansion, the movement of
Southern blacks to Northern cities and the migration from the Rust
Belt.

The patterns of migration continue to change. California, shown above, has
long been the destination of American dreamers from other states. It no
longer plays that role; residents are leaving for greener pastures out East.
Today, the state is still pulling in foreign immigrants, but the percentage of
American-born transplants has shrunk significantly as fewer people move
into the state. In 1960, half of California residents were born in another
U.S. state. Today, that's down to 18 percent.

There are growing pools of Californians in nearly every state. It's quite a
switch because through 1990 California led the nation in retaining its
native-born population. (Here's much more detail about California's
exodus.) There are now about 6.8 million California natives living
elsewhere, up from 2.7 million in 1980.

The following charts document domestic migration since the turn of the
last century, based on census data. For every state, we’ve broken down the
population in two ways. You can now see two views for each state:
where people who live in a state were born, or where people who were
born in a state have moved to. The ribbons are color-coded by region, and
foreign-born residents are included at the bottom, in gray, to complete the
picture for each state.

Migration can reveal the dynamism of a state’s economy or a cultural
renaissance; a significant outflow can reveal the opposite. You'll also see
the interrelationship between moving in and moving out -- in many states
with heavy in-migration, native residents are more likely to stay than in
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states with less inflow. If you're interested in more details about our
methodology, you can find it here. Otherwise, on to Florida!

MIGRATION INTO FLORIDA Show

It seems as if Florida has been pulling down residents from snow
country forever, but the reality is, through 1960, Georgia was the
leading source of Florida migration. Now the Northeast and Midwest
are dominant. Florida has grown so much that even though this chart
makes it appear that the migrant population is shrinking, it isn't; it's just
not growing as fast as the native-born and immigrant populations.

DIASPORA OUT OF FLORIDA Show

Florida is the state most known for in-migration. When state residents
leave, they tend to not go very far. The Florida-born population has
doubled in neighboring Georgia, but because the number of state residents
staying put has grown so much, the relative size of the Florida diaspora has
not grown.

Where people born in Florida have moved to:
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Where people born in Nevada have moved to:



MIGRATION INTO NEVADA Show

Nevada has always had one of the most dynamic populations, with
migrants far outnumbering the native-born population. The same is
true today after several decades of booming growth. Only one in four
Nevadans in 2012 was born there – the lowest rate of any state. It's been
that way for more than 50 years.

DIASPORA OUT OF NEVADA Show

As recently as 1980, nearly half of Americans born in Nevada were living in
some other state, with California being a prime destination. But this is now
completely turned around. In addition to the huge influx of residents from
other states, Nevada now retains about two-thirds of residents born there. 

Here are the rest of the states, in alphabetical order.
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Where people born in Alabama have moved to:



MIGRATION INTO ALABAMA Show

Alabama is among a handful of states that have experienced very little
in-migration, but are now getting a significant influx. Unlike other
Southern states also attracting new residents – Georgia, Florida and
North Carolina – most of the migrants come from elsewhere in the South.

DIASPORA OUT OF ALABAMA Show

Here you can see the Great Migration of black Americans play out, with a
large increase in Alabama natives moving to Illinois, Michigan and Ohio in
mid-century. Today, most of the out-migration is to other states in the
South.
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Where people born in Alaska have moved to:



MIGRATION INTO ALASKA Show

Since 1990, migration to Alaska has been relatively small, but the
population of Alaskans born in the state has risen sharply. (Data for
Alaska and Hawaii are not available for some of the years before they
became states, so only data since 1960 are included.)

DIASPORA OUT OF ALASKA Show

Outside of their home state, Alaskans are most often found in California
and Washington State. They are less likely to remain in their home state
than ever before.
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Where people born in Arizona have moved to:



MIGRATION INTO ARIZONA Show

Arizona is always in the news for how it deals with immigration from
Mexico and Central America, but there has also been a change in
domestic migration patterns. Long a destination for retirees from the
Midwest, the state has experienced even more growth in recent years with
transplants from California and other Western states.

DIASPORA OUT OF ARIZONA Show

A large contingent of Arizona natives resettled in California in the early
part of the 20th century. As recently as 1980, Arizona ranked just 30th
among states in terms of the share of natives remaining in their home state.
But today, more Arizonans are staying put; the state now ranks eighth. This
is often true - states with heavy in-migration are also retain a larger share
of natives.
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Where people born in Arkansas have moved to:



MIGRATION INTO ARKANSAS Show

The outsider population of Arkansas has grown steadily, led by
transplants from Texas. But the state has also attracted a California-
born population – more than 100,000 people. Arkansas migration is
unusual in that the migrants are socio-economically similar to residents
born in the state – in most states, migrants are on average better educated
and earn more.

DIASPORA OUT OF ARKANSAS Show

Before the Dust Bowl years, Arkansas natives settled in large numbers in
neighboring Oklahoma, and then joined the flow of migrants to California.
Arkansas is another Southern state where people are increasingly deciding
to stick around.
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Where people born in Colorado have moved to:



MIGRATION INTO COLORADO Show

A generation ago, about 100,000 Colorado residents were born in
California. Today, that figure is well above 300,000, and Colorado
remains one of the most diverse states in terms of domestic migration.

DIASPORA OUT OF COLORADO Show

While California migrants are an increasing share of the state's population,
the reverse was true in the past. In the 1950s and 1960s, you could find
more than one out of every seven Colorado natives in California. The state's
retention of its own residents is the highest it has been since 1920.
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Where people born in Connecticut have moved to:



MIGRATION INTO CONNECTICUT Show

Connecticut's domestic migration pattern has been quite steady through
the years, and most of the change in the state has been due to
immigration.

DIASPORA OUT OF CONNECTICUT Show

As late as 1970, Connecticut ranked in the top 10 among states in the share
of natives retained. Connecticut now ranks 29th in retaining natives, with
the South replacing the Northeast as the most popular destination.
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Where people born in Delaware have moved to:
Back to topJump to a state: Louisiana



MIGRATION INTO DELAWARE Show

More than a quarter-million Delaware residents were born in four
nearby states: Maryland, Pennsylvania, New Jersey and New York. A
generation ago, the figure was closer to 150,000 – a significant change
in such a small state.

DIASPORA OUT OF DELAWARE Show

Nearly 40 percent of people born in this state now live elsewhere, the
highest percentage in the last century. Like other states in the Northeast,
the South is the destination that beckons.
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Where people born in Washington, D.C. have moved to:



MIGRATION INTO DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA Show

The nation's capital has always had an influx of outsiders – after Nevada
and Florida, it has the largest share of newcomers – but unlike in most
places, people from neighboring states do not make up the bulk of new
arrivals. New Yorkers are the largest percentage of new residents in D.C.

DIASPORA OUT OF DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA Show

People flock to this city, but very few people born in the nation's capital
stay in the nation's capital. Half moved to Maryland and Virginia.
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Where people born in Georgia have moved to:



MIGRATION INTO GEORGIA Show

Twenty years ago, the leading source of Georgia's domestic migration
was Alabama. Now, there are more New Yorkers, and Georgia's growth
is fueled by in-migration from numerous states.

DIASPORA OUT OF GEORGIA Show

Georgia used to export a significant share of its residents to other Southern
states, but that has slowed. Nearly three-quarters of people born in
Georgia now live in the state, the fourth-highest rate of retention in the
nation.
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Where people born in Hawaii have moved to:



MIGRATION INTO HAWAII Show

Hawaii's population born in the state has shrunk as a share of the total
since 1960, the year after it was admitted to the union. While there has
been significant migration from other states, particularly California, the
share of residents born in other countries has nearly doubled. (Data for
Alaska and Hawaii are not available for some of the years before they
became states, so only data since 1960 is included.)

DIASPORA OUT OF HAWAII Show

For those who consider Hawaii to be paradise on Earth, this will come as a
surprise -- the share of people born in Hawaii but living elsewhere has
risen sharply. Since 1980, the state's locally born population is up 35
percent, but the diaspora has nearly doubled.
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Where people born in Idaho have moved to:



MIGRATION INTO IDAHO Show

The California-born population of Idaho has tripled since 1980. Former
Californians have boosted the population of a number of states, and
Idaho has been particularly attractive to them because of its low costs
and growing economy.

DIASPORA OUT OF IDAHO Show

Idaho's diaspora is large, but also very concentrated in the Western region.
So while the state has one of the lowest percentages of natives staying at
home, it's pretty rare to run into a native of Idaho outside of the West.
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Where people born in Illinois have moved to:



MIGRATION INTO ILLINOIS Show

The chart for Illinois vividly illustrates the Great Migration of blacks
from the Deep South to the North. By 1960, about 9 percent of Illinois
residents were born in the South; Mississippi was the No. 1 source of
migrants.

DIASPORA OUT OF ILLINOIS Show

The Illinois diaspora has expanded widely and steadily. Since 1980, the
population growth of people born in Illinois but living elsewhere has
outpaced the population growth of state natives still living in Illinois. In the
past, the migrants looked west, but in recent years, there's been a huge
movement to the South.
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Where people born in Indiana have moved to:



MIGRATION INTO INDIANA Show

Indiana has generally been a low in-migration state, but also saw
change during the Great Migration. Between 1930 and 1960, the share
of Indiana residents born in the Deep South doubled.

DIASPORA OUT OF INDIANA Show

Compared with other Midwestern states, Indiana has retained a relatively
high share of its native-born population. Still, recent years have seen a
southward movement: Indiana natives have moved in greater numbers into
Florida, Georgia, Tennessee and Texas.
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Where people born in Iowa have moved to:



MIGRATION INTO IOWA Show

Iowa has been the picture of stability. But the share of its population
born in the state is at its lowest point since 1920. There are slices of
newcomers from places like California and Texas; it is also experiencing
foreign immigration.

DIASPORA OUT OF IOWA Show

Iowa is unusual in that the overall number of people born in the state is
itself declining, leaving fewer people to possibly migrate. The flow out of
the state hasn't grown much, though people leaving head south.
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Where people born in Kansas have moved to:



MIGRATION INTO KANSAS Show

Kansas has seen very little change in domestic migration, but its small
immigrant population has doubled since 1990.

DIASPORA OUT OF KANSAS Show

Kansans were once part of the mid 20th-century California migration. As
late as 1970, 10 percent of natives lived in California. The state's retention
rate has never been high, but in modern times, more people are choosing to
leave for Missouri and Texas.
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Where people born in Kentucky have moved to:



MIGRATION INTO KENTUCKY Show

Kentucky exhibits a highly local migration pattern with a steady
increase in in-migration, particularly from neighboring states, Ohio and
Indiana.

DIASPORA OUT OF KENTUCKY Show

The share of people born in Kentucky who remain in the state is growing
for the first time in years. When they do leave, instead of crossing the river
to Ohio, as 10 percent once did, many head another direction, to Tennessee,
Georgia or North Carolina.

FLORIDA

ILLINOIS

Moved to Indiana

Stayed in Kentucky
77%

MISSOURI

Moved to Ohio

TENNESSEE

Moved to other states in the South

OTHER STATES IN THE WEST

OTHER STATES IN THE NORTHEAST OTHER STATES IN THE MIDWEST
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Where people born in Louisiana have moved to:



MIGRATION INTO LOUISIANA Show

Louisiana is one of the least diverse states when it comes to domestic
migration – nearly 4 out of 5 residents were born in the state, a figure
that hasn't changed much over the past century.

DIASPORA OUT OF LOUISIANA Show

Louisiana historically has had one of the highest retention rates in the
nation. That changed after Hurricane Katrina in 2005. After accounting for
all the people who left and those who came back, the overall picture
showed an increase in movement to other states. About 10 percent of
people born in Louisiana now live in Texas.
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Where people born in Maine have moved to:



MIGRATION INTO MAINE Show

The locally born share of the population has steadily shrunk as the
migration from other Northeastern states has increased. About 40
percent of adults now living in Maine but born elsewhere have a college
degree, about twice the rate of state natives.

DIASPORA OUT OF MAINE Show

Through 1990, the most common destination for natives of Maine was
Massachusetts, but that pathway has shrunk constantly since 1970. Like
other Northeastern states, Maine now sends an increasing number of
migrants to Florida and other Southern states.
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Where people born in Maryland have moved to:



MIGRATION INTO MARYLAND Show

The migration pattern in places like Maryland mirrors the growth of
our federal bureaucracy, with residents arriving from all corners of the
nation. About 7 percent of employed state natives work for the federal
government, compared with 17 percent of employed migrants.

DIASPORA OUT OF MARYLAND Show

While Maryland benefits from heavy in-migration because of government-
related employment, it has also in recent years become a big exporter of
natives as well, with Pennsylvania and Virginia as the two most common
destinations. This was not always true; as recently as 1970, nearly 80
percent of Maryland natives still lived in the state, one of the highest rates
in the nation.
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Where people born in Massachusetts have moved to:



MIGRATION INTO MASSACHUSETTS Show

The state's demographic changes are dominated by immigration, but on
the domestic side, the fastest-growing group has been New Yorkers,
70,000 of them since 1980. If you think of this state as the land of
colleges and universities, the migration data would support that thesis –
nearly 30 percent of Massachusetts adults born in other states hold
advanced degrees.

DIASPORA OUT OF MASSACHUSETTS Show

Since 1980, the population of Americans born in Massachusetts has grown
by 630,000. But the number of natives who live in their home state is up by
only 50,000. Neighboring New Hampshire and sunny Florida have
meanwhile gained 150,000 Massachusetts natives each.
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Where people born in Michigan have moved to:



MIGRATION INTO MICHIGAN Show

This is how postindustrial decline affects domestic migration. Michigan
used to have a significant population of people born in other
Midwestern states and in places like Pennsylvania, Kentucky and North
Carolina. With fewer high-paying factory jobs, fewer transplants have
moved in from these states.

DIASPORA OUT OF MICHIGAN Show

In the 1950s through the 1970s, Michigan, the heart of the nation's
manufacturing economy, ranked near the top in retaining residents. Since
then, Michigan residents have increasingly gone to the South, while the
migration of state natives to other industrial Midwestern states has slowed
to a trickle.
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Where people born in Minnesota have moved to:



MIGRATION INTO MINNESOTA Show

Like several Midwestern states, Minnesota was at one time a leading
settlement area for immigrants, primarily from Central and Northern
Europe. More recently, immigration from other parts of the world has
increased, as well as migration from nearby Illinois and Wisconsin.

DIASPORA OUT OF MINNESOTA Show

Even with an increase in cross-border population swaps with Wisconsin
next door, Minnesota has for decades retained the same high share of its
native population.
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Where people born in Mississippi have moved to:



MIGRATION INTO MISSISSIPPI Show

About 60 percent of Mississippi's domestic population growth since
1980 has been driven by migration from other states, and the share of
state residents born in the state has never been lower. The growth in
migrants skews older – about 40 percent of adults born in a different state
are over 50, compared with 32 percent of state natives, and 23 percent of
migrants in 1980.

DIASPORA OUT OF MISSISSIPPI Show

Between 1940 and 1980, the population of Americans born in Mississippi
grew by one million, yet the number of state natives living in their home
state increased by only 60,000. They moved to the North. In recent years,
most of the growth has been within the state or with migrants moving to
neighboring Southern states.
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Where people born in Missouri have moved to:



MIGRATION INTO MISSOURI Show

Since 1980, the population of state residents born in the state has
generally kept pace with growth through migration. Illinois and Kansas
have historically been source states, but there has also been a doubling
of the population born in California since 1980.

DIASPORA OUT OF MISSOURI Show

Though theirs got less notice than the Oklahoma migration, Missouri
residents were flocking en masse to California since the turn of the century.
By 1960, 8 percent of those born in Missouri lived in California. That rate
has been cut in half since then, and Missouri has increased the overall share
of natives living in-state since 1980.
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Where people born in Montana have moved to:



MIGRATION INTO MONTANA Show

A lot of migrants in Western states move to other Western states, and
Montana is a prime example. The population born in California,
Washington and Oregon has doubled since 1980.

DIASPORA OUT OF MONTANA Show

Montana is somewhat like Idaho in that a large share of natives move to
other states, but tend to not move very far. Since 1980, the only significant
change in the pattern is the movement has increasingly included Colorado
and Oregon.
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Where people born in Nebraska have moved to:



MIGRATION INTO NEBRASKA Show

Nebraska has seen both an influx of immigrants and of migrants from
California and other Western states. The percentage of residents born
in the state is the lowest it has been since 1930.

DIASPORA OUT OF NEBRASKA Show

Nebraska is another state that contributed heavily to the growth of
California in the middle of the 20th century. In 1960, a full 12 percent of
Americans born in Nebraska lived in California. If it seems like Nebraska
lately is holding an increasing share of its residents, that's because the
number of Nebraska natives living in the state is growing slowly, while the
number living out of state is shrinking rapidly.
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Where people born in New Hampshire have moved to:



MIGRATION INTO NEW HAMPSHIRE Show

The population of Massachusetts-born residents is growing faster than
the population born in the state.

DIASPORA OUT OF NEW HAMPSHIRE Show

Historically, this state has lost a high share of its natives to Massachusetts.
In more recent years, the state's retention rate has remained low, but the
diaspora is far more diffuse -- more to other states in New England and to
Florida.
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Where people born in New Jersey have moved to:



MIGRATION INTO NEW JERSEY Show

New Jersey has historically drawn migrants because of its proximity to
major job centers in New York and Philadelphia, but the number of
people born in other states has fallen in recent years. It has always been
a state of immigrants, however, and the percentage of the foreign-born is
rising.

DIASPORA OUT OF NEW JERSEY Show

Through 1970, New Jersey was among the 10 states with the highest
retention rate of native-born residents. Today, it ranks 34th. Since 1980,
the number of people who can say they were born in New Jersey is up by
1.6 million -- but the number of natives living in the state has increased by
only half a million. While Florida is an ever-growing destination,
neighboring Pennsylvania and other Middle Atlantic states are also picking
up lots of Jersey natives.
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Where people born in New Mexico have moved to:



MIGRATION INTO NEW MEXICO Show

New Mexico's overall population is nearly half Hispanic, but
immigration is only part of the story. The state has experienced a
significant jump in migration from other states, and since 1980,
Hispanic-Americans have represented about 60 percent of the growth in
this area, with Texas, California and Arizona being the primary sources.

DIASPORA OUT OF NEW MEXICO Show

New Mexico's pathway to California peaked in 1980 when only 56 percent
of state natives lived in New Mexico and 140,000 of them lived in
California. The share of New Mexico-born Americans living in-state is the
highest it has been since 1960, with those who move more likely to choose
Texas or Arizona than California.
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Where people born in New York have moved to:



MIGRATION INTO NEW YORK Show

The image of New York as a beacon that attracts all is definitely true for
immigrants, but for people born in the United States, the picture is
more complicated. With the recent growth in immigration, the
percentage of foreign-born residents in New York is approaching Ellis
Island days. But domestically, one of the less-noticed trends is the decline
in population of blacks born in other states. Since 1980, the population of
Southern-born blacks has declined by more than 350,000. You can also see
in the "U.S. Other" category the impact of migration from Puerto Rico,
which was particularly large in the post-war years.

DIASPORA OUT OF NEW YORK Show

Of the 20 million New Yorkers alive today, nearly one in six are now in the
South, an idea that would have been almost unthinkable 50 years ago.
Florida is still the main attraction, followed by New Jersey. But in terms of
growth, since 1980 the number of New Yorkers living in South Carolina
increased by about as much as the number living across the Hudson River.
As our colleague Nate Cohn puts it, one of the state's leading exports is its
people.
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Where people born in North Carolina have moved to:



MIGRATION INTO NORTH CAROLINA Show

North Carolina has been one of the fastest-growing states along the
East Coast. As recently as 1980, 76 percent of residents were natives,
and the next-largest source of state residents was South Carolina.
Today, there are twice as many North Carolina residents born in New York
as were born in South Carolina.

DIASPORA OUT OF NORTH CAROLINA Show

In states like North Carolina with heavy in-migration, there's a tendency
for out-migration to slow: People who are born in the state want to stay
there for the same economic reasons people from the outside want to move
in. The flow of North Carolinans to the Northeast states shifted into
reverse in the 1980s.
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Where people born in North Dakota have moved to:



MIGRATION INTO NORTH DAKOTA Show

You can see the recent North Dakota oil boom at the very end of this
chart. Since 2000, the transplant population from 15 states has
increased by at least 1,000, while the North Dakota native population
has actually shrunk.

DIASPORA OUT OF NORTH DAKOTA Show

The share of North Dakota natives living in their home state is increasing
for the first time, but still, nearly one in seven people born in the state live
in Minnesota.
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Where people born in Ohio have moved to:



MIGRATION INTO OHIO Show

Ohio is another state with negative domestic migration. Since 1980, the
number of residents born in neighboring Pennsylvania and Kentucky
has fallen by a quarter million. The state's population growth is driven
mostly by people born here.

DIASPORA OUT OF OHIO Show

Ohio has maintained a relatively high share of its native-born population,
but at the same time has seen a larger increase in migration to Kentucky,
North Carolina and Georgia. Nearly 15 percent of state natives live in the
South.
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Where people born in Oklahoma have moved to:



MIGRATION INTO OKLAHOMA Show

Remember "Grapes of Wrath" and the migration of the "Okies" to
Caifornia in the Great Depression? In a modern twist, as part of the
Golden State's great out-migration, the California-born population of
Oklahoma has doubled since 1980.

DIASPORA OUT OF OKLAHOMA Show

So here is what the Dust Bowl migration looks like in our charts. By 1960,
one out of every six Americans born in Oklahoma lived in California. Since
the 1980s, however, the share of state natives staying at home has been
increasing. Even the Oklahoma population in neighboring Texas is falling,
down 60,000 since 1990.
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Where people born in Oregon have moved to:



MIGRATION INTO OREGON Show

Oregon is another Western state that has always been home to a high
share of transplants, but what's worth noting here is the influx of
Californians that began in the 1970s and has grown ever since. The
proportion of Californians to native Oregonians is now roughly equivalent
to that of New York transplants living among people born in New Jersey.

DIASPORA OUT OF OREGON Show

Throughout its history, Oregon has retained a healthy share of its native-
born population. As is the case in other Western states, when Oregon
natives leave, it's almost always for another Western state.
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Where people born in Pennsylvania have moved to:



MIGRATION INTO PENNSYLVANIA Show

Since 1980, Pennsylvania has lost more than a quarter-million
residents born in the state, but has made up for it with an in-migration
of more than half a million residents from New York, New Jersey and
Maryland. Still, it has one of the nation's highest percentages of residents
born in the state.

DIASPORA OUT OF PENNSYLVANIA Show

Some math about the Pennsylvania diaspora: Since 1980, the number of
state natives living in their home state, New York or New Jersey is down by
half a million. The number living in in the South is up by about the same
amount.
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Where people born in Rhode Island have moved to:



MIGRATION INTO RHODE ISLAND Show

Rhode Island has seen its population born in the state decline, with a
commensurate increase in residents born in Massachusetts and New
York.

DIASPORA OUT OF RHODE ISLAND Show

The share of Rhode Island natives staying in their home state has fallen
steadily since 1940. The share moving to neighboring Massachusetts is still
rising, but like other Northeasterners, Rhode Island natives are also
flocking to the South.
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Where people born in South Carolina have moved to:



MIGRATION INTO SOUTH CAROLINA Show

In 1900, 95 percent of the residents of South Carolina were born there
– the highest rate in the nation at the time. It's now more or less in the
middle. Like its neighbor to the north, South Carolina has seen a sizable
influx of people from New York.

DIASPORA OUT OF SOUTH CAROLINA Show

Hundreds of thousands of black South Carolinians flocked to the Northeast
in the last century. By 1970, a full 12 percent of all South Carolina natives
were living in those states. That has changed; since 1970, most of the
movement out of South Carolina has been to other states in the South.
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Where people born in South Dakota have moved to:



MIGRATION INTO SOUTH DAKOTA Show

The makeup of South Dakota has changed very little in recent decades,
though in the early part of the 20th century, nearly a quarter of state
residents were immigrants.

DIASPORA OUT OF SOUTH DAKOTA Show

In the 1960s and 1970s, more than 10 percent of South Dakota natives lived
in California. That trend has trailed off significantly, and for the first time
in half a century, more South Dakota natives live in the state than
elsewhere.
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Where people born in Tennessee have moved to:



MIGRATION INTO TENNESSEE Show

Tennessee has experienced a steady influx of migration from other
Southern states, and more recently from the rest of the country as well.
Residents over 50 make up nearly two-thirds of the increase in
migrants. In 1980, just 11 percent of the state's seniors were born in other
states, but now that figure is up to 17 percent.

DIASPORA OUT OF TENNESSEE Show

The share of Tennessee natives who live in the state has been fairly
consistent. But since 1980, the Tennessee population in neighboring
Georgia and Mississippi has grown by about 150,000, while the numbers
moving to the Midwest have dropped sharply.
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Where people born in Texas have moved to:



MIGRATION INTO TEXAS Show

Texas is growing rapidly. The Texas-born population is itself booming,
and additionally there is migration from all over the nation and a
steady rise in an already large immigrant population. The net impact is
that fewer Texas residents are natives than in the past.

DIASPORA OUT OF TEXAS Show

Because of huge in-migration, the percentage of state residents native to
the state has fallen. But Texas has always retained a high percentage of its
natives, and since 2000 has had the highest retention rate in the country.
There are still half a million Texans in California, but that's down sharply
from past years and represents just 3 percent of the Texas-born population.
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Where people born in Utah have moved to:



MIGRATION INTO UTAH Show

Utah's population born in nearby Western states has doubled since
1980, but the population of Utah residents born in the state has nearly
doubled as well.

DIASPORA OUT OF UTAH Show

Utah has a classic Western state migration pattern. A large percentage of
natives stay in place, but when they leave, they overwhelmingly go to other
Western states. Historically, for Utah residents this meant California, but
now the pattern of dispersion is more regional.
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Where people born in Vermont have moved to:



MIGRATION INTO VERMONT Show

The share of Vermont residents born in other Northeastern states has
risen steadily since the 1970s.

DIASPORA OUT OF VERMONT Show

Vermont gets a lot of residents from other Northeastern states, but it also
gives -- about 16 percent of natives live elsewhere in the region.
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Where people born in Virginia have moved to:



MIGRATION INTO VIRGINIA Show

As in nearby Maryland, the federal job center next door has drawn a
steady increase in migrants from throughout the nation to Virginia.
Nearly 18 percent of employed migrants from other states work for
Uncle Sam.

DIASPORA OUT OF VIRGINIA Show

Just as was the case 30 years ago, about a third of native Virginians live
elsewhere. What's changed is the destination; the number of Virginia
natives living in other states in the South is up by 400,000 since 1980,
while the number living in the Northeast is down by about 100,000.
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MIGRATION INTO WASHINGTON Show

Washington was historically made up largely of migrants coming from
the Midwest. In more recent years, the migration has come from other
Western states: The population born in Oregon and California has
doubled since 1980.

DIASPORA OUT OF WASHINGTON Show

Washington is sending an increasing number of residents to other states,
mostly in the West. But the internal population - Washington residents
born in Washington - is growing rapidly too, and the state has retained a
high percentage of its natives.

Where people born in Washington have moved to:
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MIGRATION INTO WEST VIRGINIA Show

This chart suggests a steady increase in the share of residents born in
nearby Maryland, Ohio and Virginia, but since 1980 West Virginia has
lost a quarter-million residents born in the state.

DIASPORA OUT OF WEST VIRGINIA Show

The crucial fact about West Virginia's diaspora is the base itself is
shrinking. There are 15 percent fewer Americans born in West Virginia
than there were in 1980. So while the state has maintained about 55
percent of its natives for decades, there are simply fewer of them.

Where people born in West Virginia have moved to:
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Where people born in Wisconsin have moved to:



MIGRATION INTO WISCONSIN Show

Wisconsin's domestic migration pool consists mostly of other
Midwestern states and has grown slowly and steadily in recent years.
The share of Wisconsin residents born in the state is the lowest it has
been since 1920.

DIASPORA OUT OF WISCONSIN Show

Wisconsinites move to Minnesota. Minnesotans move to Wisconsin. Like
its neighbor, Wisconsin maintains a high share of its residents, and in
recent years, has seen an increase in migration to the South.
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Where people born in Wyoming have moved to:



MORE FROM THE UPSHOT »

These charts were compiled using Census microdata obtained from ipums.org at the University of Minnesota Population Center. The microdata are records
containing the characteristics of individuals compiled from a representative sample of Census forms. The individual, anonymized records are provided by
the Census Bureau so researchers can explore the data beyond the published summary tables.

To measure domestic migration, the charts look at the place of birth of residents in each state of time. Because the focus of this report is movement of
people from their U.S. state of birth to their U.S. state of residence, foreign born residents were collapsed into a single immigrant category. Likewise, the
category “U.S. Other” was created to include residents of states born in Puerto Rico, Guam, American Samoa, the U.S. Virgin Islands, and a small number
of people who in early Census years were identified as being born in Native American tribal territory. Residents who were classified in the data as U.S.
born but without a specific state were allocated a state of birth proportionately based on the make-up of their state of residence for the given year.

MIGRATION INTO WYOMING Show

Frontier states like Wyoming were long ago populated mostly with
migrants from other states, and in the case of Wyoming, the same is
true today. The share of state residents born in Wyoming is the lowest
it has been since 1950. In addition to a relatively strong economy, the state
has been promoted as an ideal retirement haven, and census data shows
three-quarters of retirees here were born someplace else.

DIASPORA OUT OF WYOMING Show

Just as Wyoming is composed of migrants from many states, Wyoming
residents are highly likely to live elsewhere. Most migrants end up in other
states in the West, but an increasing number are heading South.
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